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You’re off to Lisbon in Portugal!

Jenna & Ryan,

You’re off to explore Lisbon and we could not be more excited for you to enjoy your first 
Journee trip.

Trip highlights

● Walk up the miradors (lookouts) to soak in gorgeous views of Lisbon and the Tagus 
river

● Have an authentic Portuguese food experience and enjoy dinner served by a 
professional in a homely setting

● Go back in time with walks and tram rides in the cobbled streets of Alfama 
● Get merry at Lisbon’s rooftops and Fado bars (Lisbon’s beautiful folk music performed 

live)
● Absorb Portugal’s architectural marvels and tick off a few UNESCO world heritage 

sites (Jeronimo Monastery, Tower of Belem, and Sintra’s monument as a bonus if you 
feel like it!)
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The itinerary

Day one: Friday, 8 February

Friday08/02

● Fly from London to Lisbon; see the Sao. Jorge Castle and walk 
up to a viewpoint for sunset

● Have a home-cooked Portuguese meal experience with your 
host Zé

Saturday09/02

● Go to the fairytale city of Sintra for a day and explore its 
palace, garden and castles, returning to Lisbon by 7pm; 
alternatively, stay back and explore more of Lisbon all day

● Have some drinks, dinner and enjoy a live performance of 
Fado music

Sunday10/02
● Explore Lisbon a bit more and go to the Jerónimos Monastery 

and Tower of Belem before heading back to the airport for 
your return flight home
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Time Important events and timings

10:40am Your flight departs from London Gatwick airport

1:15pm Your flight lands at Lisbon airport

3pm Check-in to your apartment at the Pateo Lisbon Lounge Suites. The 
apartment is booked under your name Jenna.

8-11pm We’ve booked you an authentic Portuguese dining experience at the home 
of Zé Esteves at R. Luciano Cordeiro 96, 1150-103 Lisboa

The below itinerary is tailored to you. However, Journee is all about exploring so feel free to go 
off-piste if you so desire!

Your 2,200 km journey from London to Lisbon begins today as you board your 10:40am flight 
from London Gatwick, taking 2.5 hours and landing at Lisbon at 1:15pm.

We have booked your accommodation at Pateo Lisbon Lounge Suites, an elegant apartment in 
the heart of the city. We recommend taking an Uber from the airport (it should be a 20 mins ride, 
all along the Tagus river, costing c.€15). You could take public transport too, but it takes around 
an hour and we wouldn’t want you to stay hungry that long!

See the Destination Guide for more info about bold and underlined places



After checking in, get something to eat and energise yourself for the next three eventful days. We 
recommend going to the A Merendinha do Arco restaurant which is a local favourite and just a 7 
min walk away from your apartment (there are of course more recommendations in the 
Destination Guide of this Trip Pack if you fancy something else).

Post lunch, we recommend you go to the nearest metro station (Rossio is just 1 min away) and 
buy 24 hour day tickets for €6.40 each. It is the most convenient way to explore the city and 
would let you take unlimited rides for a day (even on the ancient trams and tourist attractions 
like Santa Justa Lift; otherwise it’ll be a €5 ticket on its own).

After this, head to the Castelo de S. Jorge, hopefully in time to join their guided tour at 4 pm 
(included in the entrance ticket you buy there). Spend about 1 - 1.5 hours at the castle and 
viewpoint, and then go to one of Lisbon’s iconic Miradors (viewpoints) right in time for sunset. 

Miradouro da Graça is just 10 mins away and offers fantastic views with less of a crowd. You 
could stay here or choose to go up a bit more to reach Miradouro da Senhora do Monte 
(Lisbon’s highest viewpoint and equally impressive but can get a bit crowded). 

After relaxing for a while and taking the views in at the Mirador(s), end the night with some 
delicious local food and drinks at the food experience we have booked for you. It is called “a 
journey through Portugal’s best plates”, wherein your host Zé Esteves would take you through a 
guided tour of sorts around Portuguese cuisine while serving authentic home cooked dishes and 
drinks at his home. The booking is for 8-11pm and the address is XXX (it is 5 mins away from 
Marquês de Pombal metro station; doorbell is 1D and you can reach Zé on +XXX  if you need 
help). Apart from being a chef, Ze is a wellness coach, urban planner, gardener and runner and 
we hope his passion for cooking and eating will result in a memorable night for the two of you 
and a perfect ending to the day.
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See the Destination Guide for more info about bold and underlined places
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See the Destination Guide for more info about bold and underlined places

Day two: Saturday, 9 February

Time Important events and timings

8pm We’ve booked you a table at an intimate Fado bar called Duque da Rua

The below itinerary is tailored to you. However, Journee is all about exploring so feel free to go 
off-piste if you so desire!

Ryan, in your Trip Matchmaker form responses, you mentioned you would be comfortable with a 
day trip, while Jenna, you said you would prefer exploring one place in detail. We have both those 
options planned for you for today, and depending on what and how much you feel like doing, we 
recommend you follow one of the following plans:

Option one (busier: a day trip to Sintra)

Get up early, eat breakfast and reach the Tranvia 28 station (this is a 10 mins walk from the 
apartment and trains run every hour to reach Sintra in 50 mins; departure 8:52 am, 9:52 am, etc). 
Reach Sintra by 11am latest and spend the day exploring this romantic UNESCO world heritage 
city.

In Sintra, we recommend starting by visiting either of the two hilltop monuments - Castelo dos 
Mouros or the Pena Palace. They both offer stunning views of the Sintra region and of each 
other (personally, we lean towards the castle for the view of the gorgeous Pena Palace, but go 
through the Destination Guide to see what you fancy more). Spend 2-3 hours exploring the 
monument you choose and come back, hopefully having worked up an appetite. Eat lunch at the 
Dona Maria restaurant and continue on to visit the Quinta da Regaleira Villa & Garden, a grand 
residence with hidden passages and a unique well. Spend an 1-2 hours here before making your 
way back to Lisbon. Ideally take the 5:06pm train or latest, the 6:06pm train back (most places in 
Sintra close by 5-6 pm anyway) to reach Lisbon by 7pm latest. 

Option two (more chill: a day exploring Lisbon)

Have a longer lie in if you want to, have breakfast at Manteigaria (15 mins walk from the 
apartment) and go to the Saturday morning organic farmers market if you feel like. Go up the 
Santa Justa elevator next, pay a quick visit to Santa Engracia (the church from your first clue; 
now the Pantheon) and go to a museum of your choice (we think you will like the Oceanarium 
and the Gulbenkian Museum).

Have lunch and explore the city a bit more - relax at some rooftop bars (Park bar and TOPO are 
both really nice), go to more of the museums, some quirky and interesting shops (maybe the 
world’s oldest bookshop?) or take the views in at another Mirador. Have a browse of the 
Destination Guide for some inspiration.
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If you chose to go to Sintra, you would need to get up early tomorrow too (our recommendation 
is to leave the hotel by 9am as we have saved a lot of the highlights for the last day), so keep 
today light if you would like to balance out the pace.  

Either way, no matter what option you took, you should be free by the evening to comfortably 
reach Duque da Rua, an intimate Fado bar where we have your booking for 8pm tonight. This is a 
local gem and here you will enjoy authentic Fado music accompanied by good wine and tapas. 
Unlike most of Lisbon’s popular Fado houses where the music is amazing but food tends to be 
hit or miss (often with sub-par service), this is one of the rare places that maintains service and 
music quality alike. It's a cash only place though, so please carry some Euros with you.

Have a musical, happy night; eat or drink a bit more if you feel like it and head back to the 
apartment for a good night's sleep.

Day three: Sunday, 10 February

Time Important events and timings

11:30-12pm Check-out of your apartment

4:15pm Leave for the airport

6:50pm Flight departs Lisbon airport

9:30pm Flight lands at London Heathrow airport

The below itinerary is tailored to you. However, Journee is all about exploring so feel free to go 
off-piste if you so desire!

This is your last, but action-packed day in Lisbon, with some of the highlights saved for the end. 

Start the day early and sweet by sampling Lisbon's famous custard tarts at Pastéis de Belém 
where they were first created (the recipe is still a tightly guarded secret and kept within the 
family). Get tickets for the Jerónimos Monastery and Tower of Belem just around the corner (get 
the combined ticket from the Archaeology Museum in the same complex to beat the queues if 
they are long) and explore these sites for a couple of hours. Don’t miss Vasco Da Gama’s tomb in 
the monastery!

Walk to the Monument of the Discoveries just around the corner next, before heading out for 
lunch at the Mercado da Ribeira - a gourmet food court with a wide variety of good food.

See the Destination Guide for more info about bold and underlined places



A request from us at Journee: Making this itinerary and planning your trip has been a labour of 
love for us at Journee. So we can continue providing unique and personalised travel experiences,, 
we would request you do not share this guide or any other material that we sent you with anyone 
else. This trip was designed and meant for you only.

Last, and certainly not least, a huge thank you for being part of this journey with us. We’re proud 
to call you a Journee Explorer, and it’s open-minded travellers like you that make the world a 
better place. We salute you.

Until the next time,
Ed & Megha from Journee

We hope you have had a great time throughout your trip and that we have been able to give you a 
good peak into the beauty, culture, history and wonders of Lisbon.
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Post lunch, do whatever you feel like - relax, stroll along the streets of Baixa or Alfama, have a 
few drinks or walk up to one last viewpoint. Just ensure you pick up your bags and leave by 
4:15pm latest to catch your return flight home, departing Lisbon at 6:50pm. 
 
Have a safe flight, rest up, think of all the wonderful memories you hopefully created and maybe 
even think of when you would like to go on your next Journee trip!

See the Destination Guide for more info about bold and underlined places



Destination guide



Castelo de S. Jorge

● Originally fortified in the medieval age and destroyed by the 1755 earthquake, the castle 
has two sections: Moorish Castle (12th century) and Royal Palace (14th century)

● The reconstructed castle seen today is based on the layout from the 11th century when 
Afonso Henriques launched the second crusade and drove the Moors out of Lisbon (on a 
hilltop overlooking the historic centre, the castle was a prime defence position)

● There is a giant drawing inside, of how Lisbon appeared before the 1755 earthquake 
● Open 9 am - 6 pm, the castle offers free and informative tours at 10.30 am, 1 pm and 4 

pm every day

Lisbon

Situated on seven hills at the banks of the Tagus river, Lisbon offers stunning views from its 
many corridors. Vibrant and forward-looking, but still maintaining its soulful, old worldly charm, 
the city is bound to impress with its beauty, architecture, music and food.

Broadly, these are the key neighbourhoods of interest in Lisbon: Baixa (liveliest and most 
central), Chiado and Bairro Alto (bohemian and alternative; best for drinks), Alfama (most 
historic; fishing neighborhood; home of Fado), Belém (home to UNESCO sites like Jerónimos 
Monastery, Belém Tower) and Parque das Naçoes (modern area built for Expo ’98).

Where to go and what to do
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Jerónimos Monastery

● Gorgeous inside and out and intricately carved; the monastery's church was originally 
constructed to commemorate the safe return of Vasco da Gama; it was from here that he 
sailed to the far east and the monastery is also his place of burial today

● Due to clever engineering (small columns that support the vast roof), it was able to 
survive the 1755 earthquake when most of Lisbon’s buildings collapsed

● 8 years were planned to construct it, but as the tax on Portuguese colonies brought in 
greater wealth, the plans grew; it was finally inaugurated almost 100 years later in 1604

● Made on the river banks originally (the water has moved 300m south since) 
● Open 10 am - 5 pm; €7 ticket (€13 when combined with Torre de Belem)
● Time saving tip: queues can be massive as they no longer sell tickets online (there can 

be +1 hour of waiting at times); we suggest you reach here early and buy a combined 
ticket either from the Torre (often has a smaller queue and allows you to skip the line at 
the monastery) or the National archaeology museum just around the corner (often with 
no queues at all!) 
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https://lisbonlisboaportugal.com/Lisbon-information/1755-lisbon-earthquake.html


Tower of Belem

● UNESCO Heritage Site along with the monastery; this small fort with an intricate 
watchtower was originally constructed in the centre of the Tejo Estuary to guard Lisbon 
against seafaring raiders; changes with water flow have pushed it to the edge of the river

● Historically became the first symbolic sign of home for returning explorers

Monument to the Discoveries

● Erected in 1960 to commemorate the 500th death anniversary of Henry the Navigator, 
who discovered the Azores, Madeira and Cape Verde

● The 52m tall riverside monument honours explorers and Portugal’s sea dominance; the 
sculpture represents a sailing ship being led by Prince Henry (shown with other 
Portuguese discoverers)
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Our favourites of the countless ‘Miradors’ (lookouts with magnificent vistas)

● Miradouro da Senhora do Monte: highest viewpoint; Afonso Henriques assembled his 
troops to conquer Lisbon here

● Miradouro da Graça: fantastic views and often with fewer people
● Miradouro de Santa Luzia: observation deck decorated with unique tiles offering great 

views
● Miradouro Panorâmico de Monsanto: a secret viewpoint; this graffiti-laden building was a 

high-society restaurant in the 60s; now feels a bit like a ghost town
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Graca Santa Luzia

Senhora do Monte

Panorâmico de Monsanto



Fado music at one of the Fado houses

● Fado (literally “fate” or “destiny”) is Lisbon’s version of the blues; the origin of the 
melancholic music genre can be traced to the 1820s in Alfama and is based around 
evoking the Portuguese emotion of saudade – a yearning or longing for something lost

● The best way to experience this is in Fado houses - bars that serve drinks and dinners 
followed by performances; there are many Fado houses in Alfama and Bairro Alto, but in 
most of them, while the music is excellent, food tends to be a bit of hit and miss; our 
recommended Fado houses to go to are: Clube de Fado (professional and one of the 
most well known), Sr. Fado (less well marketed but more authentic), Tasca do Chico 
(amidst the less formal venues with good vibes) and Duque da Rua (a hidden gem)

Riding the Lisbon trams 

● We would highly recommend getting the 24 hr Carris / metro tickets for days you are in 
Lisbon - they can be bought from any metro station, cost €6.4 each and gives unlimited 
rides for 24 hrs across public transport, including ancient trams and even Elevador de 
Santa Justa (which has a €5 ticket otherwise)

● The iconic old trams, tram 28 in particular, is considered one of the best ways to see the 
city and goes through major sights en-route; however, its popularity leads to 
overcrowdedness and attracts tourists and pickpockets alike; tram 15 with a similar route 
can be a good alternative
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Elevador de Santa Justa
 

● 19th century, gothic style iron lift with wood carriages that take people up from Baixa to 
Largo do Carmo and ruins of Carmo church; at the top of the elevator is a viewing 
platform and the Carmo ruins in itself are stunning (this gothic church used to be the 
largest in Lisbon but a roofless nave is all that remains after the 1755 earthquake)

Local food markets

● Mercado da Ribeira: Gourmet food hall that houses Time Out Market Lisboa
● Mercado Biológico do Principe Real: Organic farmers market; open 9 am - 2 pm on 

Saturdays only
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Santa Engracia / Pantheon

● Construction started in 1681 and proceeded through 1712 (when the architect died); the 
king then lost interest in the project and it was only completed in 1966; in the 20th 
century, the church was converted into the National Pantheon and important Portuguese 
personalities are buried here today

Basílica da Estrela

● Neoclassical church with pink and black marble interiors; construction began in 1779 by 
order of Dona Maria I for her son, José, who in a cruel twist of events died of smallpox 
before it was complete in 1790; presépio has an elaborate 500-piece Nativity Scene 
made of cork and terracotta 
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Quirky, unique shops and establishments (most of these close by 7pm) 

● Bertrand Chiado: opened in 1732, this is the oldest bookstore in the world  
● A Vida Portuguesa: sells vintage, long forgotten Portuguese objects
● Livraria Simao: one of the smallest bookstores in the world 
● Conserveira de Lisboa: opened in the 30s, this specialized shop is the best in the world 

to buy canned fish 
● Doll Hospital: world's oldest doll hospital; does restorations and sells miniature toys and 

doll accessories

Museums

● Oceanarium: considered one of the best aquariums in the world; you can combine a visit 
here with one to the Parque das Nações and Vasco da Gama bridge nearby (closes 6pm)

● Gulbenkian Museum: one of Lisbon's best museum, featuring a collection of Egyptian, 
Greek, Roman, Islamic, Asian, and European art spanning 5,000 years (closes 6pm)

● Fado Museum: tells the story of this Portuguese folk music (closes 5:30pm) 
● National Tile Museum: azulejos (decorative blue tiles) including one of pre-earthquake 

Lisbon (closes 6pm)
● National Coach Museum: one of the finest collections of historical horse-drawn carriages 

in the world and one of the most visited museums in the city (closes 6pm)
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Where to eat and drink

Breakfast, coffee et al

● A Brasileira: 100+yr old cafe; was a meeting point for writers, artists and journalists
● Pastéis de Belém: the original Pastel de nata shop founded in 1837; expect queues given 

its secret recipe
● Manteigaria, Aloma, Cristal & Tease: four worthy contenders of the best custard tarts 

and breakfast 
● Frutalmeidas: tiny cafe; serves yummy food; great Pasteis de Massa Tenra (a type of 

apple pastry)
● Café Tati: a chill coffee shop with Jazz sessions on Wednesday and Sunday; vintage 

decor, good food
● Copenhagen Coffee Lab: micro roastery and coffee bar
● Pensão Amor: used to offer rooms rented by prostitutes and sailors; now a café/bar 

renting space to artists
● Pollux Terrace: take the elevator to the last floor anf go up the stairs here for coffee with 

a great view 

Lunch and dinner

When in Portugal, eat some fish! grilled dourada, robalo, salmon, bacalhau (dried, salted cod) are 
specialities as are Amêijoas à Bulhão Pato (clams in white wine with garlic, parsley and olive oil), 
and Moelas (savoury stewed chicken)

● Madragoa Café: vintage style Portuguese restaurant serving freshly prepared traditional 
food in a cosy setting (max seating <30 people); ask the chef for her recommendations 
here

● Carvoaria Jacto: one of the best Portuguese steakhouses in Lisbon
● Merendinha do Arco: a local favourite; famous for chargrilled cutlassfish 
● Cerqueira: another local favourite serving authentic Portuguese food
● Casa do Alentejo: gorgeous restaurant inside a 17th-century palace
● A Baiuca: family-run for 40 yrs; traditional grilled fish & fado music in an intimate setting 

(7 tables only)
● LX Factory: formerly a collection of factories, now a hipster hotspot full of boutique 

clothing stores, restaurants, and bar
● Casa CID: a tiny little local spot in Cais do Sodré
● Cantinho Lusitano: hole in the wall type tapas place open 7-11 PM; restaurant doubles as 

a wine bar
● Ramiro: established in the 50s; serves amazing seafood
● Marisqueira Nunes: good seafood restaurant
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Wine bars, breweries and other interesting pubs

Make sure you sample some local wine - be it Port or Vinho Verde (literally ‘green wine’; native to 
Portugal), Caipirinhas (the nation’s signature cocktail) and Ginjinha (the cherry liquor of Portugal).

● Dois Corvos & Musa Breweries: family-owned local breweries making good craft beer
● Crafty Corner Bar: located in a converted warehouse in downtown Lisbon; serves craft 

beers and Tapas
● Procópio: vintage bar with old lamps and smooth music; great for cocktails 
● Chafariz do Vinho: Wine cellar selected by a wine critic and with a choice of 300 labels 

(mainly Portuguese); good choices for accompanying snacks too
● Enoteca: wine bar located downstairs in an old bath-house 
● Bicaense: old Tasca turned into a coffee shop and bar
● Hot Club Portugal: one of the oldest and best jazz clubs in Europe 
● By The Wine: wine bar serving Petiscos 
● A Ginjinha: a historic open-fronted bar where crowd sips the local Ginjinha spirit 

(cherry-like liqueur)

Rooftop bars

● Park Bar: a rooftop parking lot turned into a hip, elevated garden terrace; good cocktails 
with a great view

● TOPO (in Martim Moniz): trendy rooftop bar with views from São Jorge Castle to the 
viewpoints of Graça

● Memmo Alfama: 4-star hotel with a good rooftop bar and outdoor pool 
● Noobai: located at the Santa Catarina viewpoint; full of people playing the guitar & 

drinking beers 
● Sky Bar: open-air bar on the roof of the Tivoli hotel
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Castelo dos Mouros

● Hilltop medieval castle established during the 9th century by the Moors; dense forest 
surrounds its crumbling battlements which offer spectacular views over the Sintra region 
(including Pena palace)

Sintra

This picturesque Portuguese town is set in the foothills of the Serra de Sintra, amidst 
pine-covered hills. The town is a UNESCO world heritage site and its palaces appear to come 
straight out of a fairytale.

Where to go and what to do
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Palácio Nacional da Pena / Pena Palace

● Castle atop a hill exemplifying the 19th century Romanticism style of architecture; the 
palace has vividly painted terraces, decorative battlements and mythological statues 
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Quinta da Regaleira Villa & Garden 

● Decorative 20th-century grand residence split over five floors; has a gothic façade and 
enchanting gardens styled to represent ancient secret orders, with hidden tunnels and 
symbolism (closes 5pm)

● Houses a well with concealed passages (symbolises initiation ceremony for Knights 
Templars)

Palácio Nacional de Sintra

● Best-preserved medieval royal palace; minimalistic exterior hides stunningly decorative 
staterooms



Breakfast, coffee et al

● Casa Piriquita: established in 1862; great to try the two famous desserts of Sintra - 
Queijada de Sintra (pies with a crusty exterior and a soft inner batter made with cheese, 
sugar, eggs, flour and cinnamon) and Travesseiro (dough based slender pastry made with 
almond and egg cream that melts in the mouth)

● Fábrica das Verdadeiras Queijadas da Sapa Patisserie: serving some of the best 
Portuguese sweets

● Café Saudade: cosy and comfortable, with good desserts 
● Estefanea Cafe: known for its XL-sized toasts and tasty tapas

Lunch & Dinner

● Incomum: an amazing place with a yummy lunchtime three-course menu of €11; great 
chef 

● Curral dos Caprinos: used to be a cattle shed; now a fantastic restaurant (known for the 
roasted lamb)

● Dona Maria: stunning, classy restaurant with good food

Where to eat and drink
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The language
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Basics

Hello! Olá!

Goodbye Adeus

Yes / No Sim não

I am sorry sinto muito

Excuse me Desculpe

Please Por favor

Thank you Obrigado

Greetings

Good morning Bom Dia

Good evening Boa noite

Good night Boa noite

How are you? Como você está?

I am good / fine Eu sou bom / bem

You are welcome Você é bem vindo

What is your name? Qual é o seu nome?

My name is... Meu nome é...

Nice to meet you Prazer em conhecê-lo

Yes please sim por favor

Cheers Felicidades

Can I take your picture Posso tirar uma foto sua

Moving around

I want to go to... Eu quero ir...

Can you please tell me the way to go to... Pode dizer-me o caminho a percorrer para ...

Where is... Onde é...

Can you show me on the map... Você pode me mostrar no mapa...

I am from... Eu sou de...

Where are you from? De onde você é?

Left Esquerda

Right Certo

Straight Em linha reta

Behind Atrás

At the corner No canto

In front of Em frente de

Next to perto de

Opposite Oposto

At / on Em / no

Airport / train station / bus station / bus stop / port Aeroporto / Estação / estação de autocarros / bus stop / porta

Exit Saída

When is the next train/bus/minibus/ferry to…? Quando é o próximo trem / ônibus / microônibus / ferry para ...?

A one-way/return ticket to… please. Um bilhete de ida / volta ao ... por favor.

It’s on the left/on the right/straight ahead/at the corner. É à esquerda / à direita / para a frente / para o canto.

How far is…? Quão longe é…?

Is this seat taken Este assento está ocupado

First Primeiro

Last Último
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Next Próximo

Timetable Calendário

Ticket office Bilheteria

Please tell me when we reach... Por favor, diga-me quando chegarmos ...

Petrol / diesel / gas Gasolina / gasóleo / gás

Can I park here? Posso estacionar aqui?

Is this the road to... É este o caminho para...

Pronouns

I Eu

You Você

We Nós

He Ele

She Ela

Us Nos

They Eles

Shopping

How much? Quantos?

Price Preço

Expensive Caro

Cheap Barato

Can I pay with card? Posso pagar com cartão?

I want to buy eu quero comprar

I am just looking Eu estou apenas olhando

Can I look at it? Eu posso olhar para ele?

Can you lower the price? você pode baixar o preço?

Language

I don't understand Eu não entendo

I don't speak Portuguese Eu não falo Português

I speak a little Portuguese eu falo um pouco de português

Do you speak English? Você fala inglês?

What does ... mean? O que significa?

Can you please speak slowly? Você pode por favor fale devagar?

Can you write it down in Portuguese? você pode anotá-la em Português?

Emergency

Help Socorro

Emergency Emergência

Doctor Médico

Can you help me / I need help Você pode me ajudar / Eu preciso de ajuda

Is there pharmacy nearby? Existe farmácia nas proximidades?

Can I use your phone? Posso usar seu telefone?

Call the police/ambulance! Chame a polícia / ambulância!

Leave me alone Me deixe em paz

Where is the toilet Onde é o banheiro

Go away Vá embora

I am ill estou doente

I am lost eu estou perdido
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Eating

Water agua

I would like... Eu gostaria...

Can you recommend a good restaurant? Você pode recomendar um bom restaurante?

There are two/three/four of us. Há dois / três / quatro de nós.

What would you recommend? O que você recomendaria?

What are some local specialties? Quais são algumas das especialidades locais?

Can I see the menu, please? Posso ver o menu, por favor?

A glass of wine/ beer /coffee /tea / milk, please. Um copo de vinho / cerveja / café / chá / leite, por favor.

Can you get the bill please / check please? você pode obter a conta, por favor / check por favor?

That was delicious! Que foi delicioso!

This isn't what I ordered. Este não é o que eu pedi.

Can I buy you a drink? Posso te pagar uma bebida?

What is in that dish O que há nesse prato

I do not eat... Eu não como...

Can I book a table for .... (eight) o clock ... (two) people Posso reservar uma mesa para .... (oito) o relógio ... (duas) pessoas

Cold / Hot / Warm Frio / Hot / Warm

Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner Pequeno-almoço almoço jantar

Food / drinks / snacks Alimentos / bebidas / lanches

Plate / bowl / glass / fork / knife / spoon Placa / tigela / vidro / garfo / faca / colher

I am allergic to... Eu sou alérgico a ...

Vegan vegan

Vegetarian Vegetariano

Meat Carne

Fish Peixe

Cheese Queijo

Bread Pão

Egg Ovo

Salt Sal

Sugar Açúcar

Signs

Open Abrir

Close Perto

Entrance Entrada

Exit Saída

Men Homens

Women Mulheres

Stop Pare

Toilets banheiros

Street Rua

City centre Centro da cidade

Caution / beware / warning Cuidado / cuidado / aviso

Time and date

What is the time? Qual é a hora?

It is (10) o'clock São 10 horas

Half past one Uma e meia
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At what time A que horas

At.. No ..

Morning / afternoon / evening / night Manhã tarde noite noite

Yesterday / today / tomorrow / day after tomorrow Ontem / hoje / amanhã / dia depois de amanhã

On.. Em..

Monday Segunda-feira

Tuesday terça

Wednesday quarta-feira

Thursday quinta-feira

Friday Sexta-feira

Saturday sábado

Sunday domingo

Numbers

One 1

Two Dois

Three Três

Four quatro

Five Cinco

Six Seis

Seven Sete

Eight Oito

Nine Nove

Ten Dez

Twenty Vinte

Thirty Trinta

Forty Quarenta

Fifty Cinquenta

Hundred Cem

Five hundred Quinhentos

Thousand Mil

Other

I have a reservation. Tenho uma reserva.

What time do you open/close? A que horas você abrir / fechar?

What is the entrance fee? Qual é a taxa de entrada?

Can I? Eu posso?




